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THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS
By EGJ

Established
In 1894

mwim

antispur

Merry
Christmas

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, DECEMBER 14, 1932
Congress is settling down to
work with apparently no idea as to
how to go about the whole thing,
judging from the filibustering and
internal dissent, which have been
outstanding in the opening sessions, there is little hope for anything but a so-so session as regards actual accomplishment.
President Hoover in his message
to the legislative body outlined a
program in keeping with his administration up Xo the present. The
strong reverses met by his party
in the November election, have, as
expected, exercised no effect upon
his policies as chief executive, and
he is pushing those policies with
his utmost strength in the hope
of installing several new statutes
in the records before the Republjcan regime is ended.
Most important in the President's address to Congress was his
recommendation of a special sales
tax to cover nearly all manufactured it^ms at a uniform r a t e ; he
excepted only food and the cheaper
grades of clothing from the levy.
Needless to mention, the opposition
in both Senate and House of Representatives makes the success of
this move for legislation all but

eOLLINS XMAS
EXCEEDS $200
Donations Finally Expected
To Hover Around
$250 Mark
The collection for the Rollins
Christmas Fund at the Christmas program given in Knowles
Memorial Chapel last night,
resulted in the addition of $60
to the fund, making the total
$265.27.

OXFORD DEBATERS

Music Appreciation
Hour Will Feature
Causson Concerto
The program for nest Thursday's music appreciation will con- ]
sist of a concerto for violin, piano
and string quartet by Ernest
Chausson. Although called a concerto it is a large piece of chamber music sextet.
Ernest Chausson was one of the
most talented pupils of Cesar
Frank. He is one of the finest of
modern symphony composers, and
has also written chamber music
and modern songs. At the age of
thirty, he was accidentally killed,
just as he was reaching maturity,
and on the way to being one of
the outstanding of the modern
Frenchmen.
lis piece is rarely heard. It is
of the most representative of
recent music with a tremendous
conception, and an interesting arrangement of the instruments. The
tyle is one-half between that of
Cesar Frank and Debussy without
being futuristic; without dissonance.
r. Clemens believes that this
be the first time that this
piece will be heard in the South.

Lehmann Addresses
Students In Chapel
On Sunday Morning

E.WJAITHISON

Dr. Karl -Lehn
addressed
Sunday chapel, taking his text
from the Destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah, which could have been |
prevented by the presence of Ten |
Righteous Men. Dr. Lehmann ad- ]
vanced the contention that Ten
Dramatic Interpretations To
Righteous Men could save any comFeature Shakespeare
munity, provided they possessed
Plays
the proper qualifications.
Education, public mindedness, re;
program
of dramatic interligion, and a fighting spirit are
necessary requisites. These men pretations to be given by Miss
must not only have the qualifica- Edith Wynn Matthison in the Antions, but they must exert a uninie Russell Theatre at Rollins Colversal influence. This can be oblege next Thursday night, Decemtained by having them chosen from
ber 15th, is announced as an allfollowing
fields:
The
minisC£OFFS£Y WOSON
try, law, medicine, finance, busi- Shakespeare program that will in5, agriculture, organized fem- clude scenes from Twelfth Night,
ity, politics, police administra- Romeo and Juliet, Henry the
tion, and civic betterment.
Eighth, Hamlet, and As You Like
he development of ten such, It.
men, in the opinion of optimist
To quote the New York Sun, "As
Lehmann, will bring the nation out
an interpreter of Shakespeare,
of chaos and back to normal prosEdith Wynne Matthison hafe few
perity.
peers." On both sides of the AtMarion Marrow led the responCollection To Be Taken For
lantic she is acknowledged to be
ve reading and the scripture lesone of the greatest actresses of
Christmas Fund
n was read by Walter Perkins.
the day. Her art has ranged the
The next Sunday morning serv
centuries, from the Andromache
3 will be held on January 8th,
The Rollins Theatre Workshop
and Electra and Medea of Euricordially invites faculty, students following the Christmas holidays,
pides, through Everyman and the
and their friends in town to its anJuliet, Rosalind and Portia of
nual Christmas celebration to be
Shakespeare to Maeterlinck's Sister
held in Recreation Hall at 8:15 on
Beatrice.
Friday, December 16th. An appealHer voice and diction are cited
ing one-act play, "Treasure," which
everywhere as a model. Public
is appropriate to the season, will
tribute to her diction came five
be presented under the direction of
years ago when the American Aca- •
F. Boyd Kyner, and there will be
demy of Arts and Letters awarded
an overture of Christmas music.
her the gold medal for good diction
The play, which was written by
on the American stage. Other reIsabel Ecclestone Mackay, won first Bralove and Dreicer Are Rol- cipients of this honor have been
lins Representatives
prize in the yearly All-Canada comWalter Hampden, George Arliss,
petition for one-act plays in 1926,
Julia Marlowe, Otis Skinner, and
"Resolved: that the various naThis interesting contest is sponthis year, Alexander Carlisle.
sored by the Imperial Order of the tions cancel their inter-governIn private life Miss Matthison is
Daughters of the Empire. The mental war debts and reparations"
Mrs. Charles Rann Kennedy. Sevwas
the
timely
question
of
intercharacter of Joy, a child, will be
eral years ago the Kennedys denational importance debated before
played by Isabelle Stearns;
serted Broadway and have divided
Cost, whom Joy has forgotten, by a capacity audience in Recreation
their time between teaching drama
William Fletcher; Mrs. Seeker, who hall Thursday evening, December
at the Bennett School of Liberal
has forgotten Joy, by Jean Cum- 8 between Rollins College and
and Applied Arts a t Millbrook, N.
mings; Mrs. Hunter, who never Trinity College of Dublin UniverY., of which they are trustees, and
knew Joy, by Marlen Eldredge; the sity, Dublin, Ireland.
presenting their repertoire of plays
Reverend Mr. Placer, who doesn't
The ability of the teams can
by Mr. Kennedy throughout the
believe in Joy, by Walter Perkins; hardly be questioned. Mr. Garrett
country. As Mrs. Kennedy says,
Whistling Jimmy and his Gypsy E. Gill and Mr. James J. Auch"We have been doing the things
daughter, by Jack Fischer and muty, of Dublin's team, upheld the
we wanted to do."
Olive Dickson and Mr. Trimble, affirmative side of the question
The Bennett School, where Mr.
chairman of the school board, by while Messrs. Maurice Dreicer and
Marvin Norton.
Bernard Bralove represented the and Mrs. Kennedy have charge of
the Drama Department, possesses
negative
for
Rollins.
The Workshop will pay all extwo beautiful theatres designed by
Having been introduced
by
penses for this production, but an
the Kennedys, the one indoors
offering will be taken for the Rol- Chairman Dr. Evelyn Newman,
equipped with dome horizon and
who very aptly showed what a
lins' Christmas Fund.
every modem lighting facility, the
great ^privilege it was to have such
other an outdoor Greek Theatre,
representatives of
international
where they produce their annual
note as opponents. Mr. Gill, as
Greek play.
first speaker for the affirmative,
Miss Matthison's Shakespeare Reexpressed his appreciation on behalf of his associates at being able cital is announced as the s,gcond in
the Professional Artists Series arto
participate
in
tlie
debate
a
t
Previously Acknowledged -$150.60
ranged by Miss Annie Russell, as
New Donations
54.67 hand. He hoped that the nearby
lake would not be the recipient of director of the Annie Russell Theatre, for the season. It is the first,
$205.27 lis person occasioned as a result
f his humble part in the evening's however, of the subscription performances in this series.
Donors this week included; Dr. debate, but his fears aroused at the
stage entrance to the hall were
Hamilton Holt, Chase Hall, Lakequieted somewhat when he recolside dormitory, Pugsley dormitory,
lected what great kindness had
Mrs. D. L. Jones, Rollins Hall, H.
been shown him during the past
Roberts, D. Munger, Karl Sweet,
two months' visit and debating in
Frank Hughes.
this country.

IHEAIREDEC.I5

fiOLLINS MEETS IRKSHOP OFFERS
T
T

With the first Rollins Christmas
Fund campaign coming to a close,
members of the committee sponsoring the drive report that over $200
has been raised in cash in addition
to many gifts of clothing.
Proceeds from the play to be given Friday evening by the Workshop
Debate to be Broadcast in
A continuation of the system of are expected to raise total donafederal pay-cuts; reorganization of tions far above the $200 figure, and
New York Dec. 17
many government departments to with gifts from the Rollins Christreduce expenses; reduction in ap- mas program given in Knowles MeOnce again Rollins College will
propriations by more than $830,- morial Chapel still to be reported,
resume its position in the world
}00,000 from the last session; elim- it is expected that the final total
of international and intercollegiate
ination of payment to war veterans will hover about the $250 mark.
debating when it meets the team
where "abuses have grown up from
Those in charge of the campaign
of Oxford University of England
11-considered legislation"; co-operwere cheered by a donation of $25
at New York, December 17, at 4
ution with other governments in
'from President Hamilton Holt,
P. M. to be broadcast over station
;he economic field with ultimate
who sent a check for this amount
WEAF on a nation-wide system.
itrengthening of commodity prices
along with the following statement;
This is the second international dethrough the return of stability in
"Please tell the students how IVIoney is Given for Further bate for Rollins thus far in the
;he world at large; and reduction
season supplemented by various
pleased I am that they should have
)f all expenses ,of all branches of
Work at Flagler Beach
r collegiate debates of this
started this fine thing. Bless their
\merican government are points
country.
hearts!"
itressed by Mr. Hoover.
A gift of $1,000 to the Rollins
The sub-chapel social service
To
meet the Rollins team, MauRegarding the war debt situa- committee, headed by Jean Fulling- museum by an unnamed donor has
rice Dreicer and Bernard Bralove,
;ion he expressed himself as fol- ton, chairman, and Betty Lynch, been announced by Jack Connery,
who
will
uphold the negative of
ows: "I have stated that I would Walter Perkins and Bill Mjller, will director of the museum.
the question, "Resolved: that naThis generous donation is to be
•ecommend to the Congress meth handle distribution of donations.
tionalism is an evil in the modern
)ds to overcome temporary ex^ Another phase of this committee's used in continuing the Mastodoli
world," will be A. J. Irvine and
:hange difficulties in connection work will be organization of Christ- and Mammoth excavations at FlagGeoffrey Wilson, c'hosen as Oxf/ith this pf^yment from nations mas Carol singing for the poor and ler Beach which were begun last
ford's -two best debators.
year, but were discontinued because
vhere it may be necessary."
sick of Winter Park.
It is expected that Dr. Hamiltoi
of lack of funds. Indications show
ilso reiterated his intention of
The Christmas Fund was spon- that an entire Mammoth skeleton Holt will be present at this de^
naining adamant on the subject of
sored by a committee of students lies buried at the spot of excava- bate in New York to congratulati
1 further moratorimu to the debtdr
composed of James H. Ottaway, tion. This skeleton, which is part- these sponsors of better interna
lations, saying that such an extenchairman; Gordon Jones, Jean Ful- ly unearthed, is of special historic tional collegiate relations.
ion was in his view impossible.
lington, Doris Lang and Ruth Jean value. Last year an arrow head
Bellamy. All presidents of soror- was found embedded in the jawConcurrently with the dissention itie, fraternities and dormitories
bone of the fossil. As there is
1 Congress over the repeal issue co-operated.
much contention as to whether man
fhich was raised suddenly by
inhabited this section of the earth
peaker Garner immediately upon
at the time of these monsters, it
he opening of the present session
can be readily sees how this disf the House, there has occurred
covery would influence the ques'idespread dissatisfaction with the
tion. Already this half unearthed
The Winter Park Symphony Ortand taken by many Representafossil has become well known in the
chestra gave its first program last
ives on the repeal ballot.
circles of those who are interested
Sunday under direction of Harve
It will be recalled that this
in archaeology.
Clemens. I t was founded seven
uick-shot vote failed to attain the
All excavations are being carried years ago by Miss Mary Leonard
oal set by the Wets by only six
by the Rollins Explorers Club. This who has made it a great success.
Two
Florida
Students
Chosen
allots.
Nation-wide
sentiment
particular digging is situated on
The p r o g r a m consisted of:
For Rhodes Scholarships
gainst all "on-the-fence" men who
the property of Mr. Ed Johnson.
Overture to Fingal's Cave, by Menast their votes with the Drys on
delssohn; Symphony in G Minor, by
lis issue is naturally strong, since
Edward W. Lane, a senior from
Mozart; Allegretto Grazioso from
lost sections of the ountry and [pj-inceton University, and William
Symphony No. 2 in D Major, by
oiced their desires plainly
McRae, a graduate of the UniBrahms; Pavane, by Ravel; and
ational election last month; tTie ersity of Florida, were nominated
Carneval Overture, by Dvorak.
tubborn attitude assumed by many | Saturday, December 10, by the
Students, faculty and townspeolame ducks" contrary to apparent :pjQj.i^a State Committee as candiple were well represented in the
opular expression of choice inj^ates for the Rhodes Scholarship,
audience that filled Recreation Hall
lany quarters as simple bullhead-;^ foreign study scholarship which
A debate on the international and enjoyed the program under the
^"^®^I is bequeathed annually to thirty- war debts will be held in Lewis- able direction of Mr. Clemens. He
It should be realized, however, j^^o of j-jje leading students in the ton, Maine, on iVIonday evening, De- unassumingly showed his capabillat any congressman who, regard- i country
cember 19, between teams repre- ity in conducting his large orches^ss of changes of public sentiment I jjj.^ La^e was the only one of senting Rollins College and Bates tra by apparently observing all secI the interim, fails to discharge j^j^^ ^2 candidates who did not ap- College, it was announced.
tions at once.
le obligations which he pledged jp^^^. l^^fore the committee. He was
Maurice Dreicer, New York, N
The instruments were arranged
imself to fulfill at the time of his i interviewed in Princeton, N. J., by Y., and Bernard R. Bralove, Wash- a little differently this year, so
eition is not performing his duty
special group composed of form- ington, D. C , who will represent that the tones from the violins and
i a national servant. Men elect- er Rhodes scholars. Mr. McRae
Rollit in the Bates debate, are due cellos made a uniform sound
i as dry candidates should vote graduated last year at the head of
York on December 17 when throughout the room.
ry during their entire terms; the his class with an A. B. degree.
11 debate with the Oxford
they
eople's loss lies in the unneces- Both of these men have their home University team over an NBC net
irily clumsy wheels of the nation- in Jacksonville.
work from Station WEAF.
.
. political machinery, which allow
These two men apjjjeared in AtThe question for the Rollins
d members of Congress to return lanta on Monday, December 12, be- Bates debate is to be, "Resolved
^ their positions after they have 1^^^.^ ^^^ ji^i^.^ District G mittee that the various nations should
'fically been succeeded by others j^^j^j^ candidates from
rginia, cancel ther intergovernmental
Dr. Orton Lowe spoke to Dr.
5 a result of fall elections.
North Carolina;
Carolina, South Carolina, debts and reparations." A debate
I| North
This session is the last at which |(^gQj.gi^^ ^n^j Tennessee. Four stu- between Rollins and Bates was held Grover's and Dr. Newman's comle "lame ducks" will be present 1^^^^^ f^.^^^ this group will be se- late last winter in the Bates Club bined Engish classes this morning
at 10:30 in Dr. Grover's room in
the Twentieth Amendment to:j^^tg^ ^.^ represent the district.
in Boston.
Sparrell.
le Constitution is ratified by the | rj-j^^ Florida State Committee is
Dr. Lowe, who is head of the
^quisite number of state legisla-l^^^^^p^g^^ of jl^.. Edward L. RobMunden, Kan. (UP) — Will
English department of the Univer'res in time to become a law be-u^^^^ Chairman, W. T. Stockton,
Crouse took his family into town, sity of Miami, spoke on Literature
•1-the 1030 election. This amend-1 j^^^^jU^g trustee,' Professor Rice,
watchdog to guard the and Life. He spent the past summer studying in England.
Congress elected in November
ily returned they discovered the
lall take office at the session imchickens gone, and also the dog.
Carolina,
member
of
the
boutnediately following and also t h a t the
Ends Dinner Question
•esident shall be inaugurated on eastern District Committee. All
Washburn, Wis. (UP) — The
Martinez, Cal. (UP)—A dbryse first of the year following his of these men, with the exception of
problem
of what to have for dinection, instead of both awaiting Mr. Robinson, are former Rhodes anthemum of two colors, divided
exattly in half, has been produced ner was easily solved for the Gile fourth of March as it now the scholars.
bert
Brunness
family here when a
Miss Welsh Mindleton spent Fri- in the garden of Mrs. Raymond
Johnson. The flower is hall bronze partridge shattered a window and
H is interesting to note that, day at the Gamma Phi Beta
flew
into
the
kitchen.
color and half yellow.
house.
(Continued on Page 2)

ROLLINS MUSEUM
RECEIVES GIFT

Symphony Orchestra
Opens Season With
Concert on Sunday

ARE NOMINATED

Rollins Will Meet
Bates College In
Maine December 19

English Classes Are
Addressed by Lowe

tz!^i ::;\,'!rizi-"^t->'' --^ °^- ^T: °%';x ^"-- ciiJe^rivh^nMe'Vn,

DEBATE ON DEBTS
HELD WITH DUBLIN

Donors to Christmas
Fund are Announced

Prof. Pierce Gives
Speech Course As
Tuesday Seminar

Explanation was first made of
The Christmas Sund Committee
also acknowledges the gift of the causes of the present debts and i
clothing from girls of Lakeside reparations mentioning also the | "Why be from five to ten years
United States' "dearly beloved po- i getting experience that can be acand Pugsley dormitories.
sition—its pocket" as a factor of | quired and developed in a short
world-wide consideration in the so- ,time? One can become a good
The Rollins Christmas F u n d lution of present economic tangles. ^ speaker just as one can become a
Committee takes this opportunity Mr. Gill emphasized the meaning [good swimmer or tennis player,
to thank all donors and friends of the question economically. Here | provided he plays the game by dewho have helped to make the drive the strong point of goods and gold j veloping the strokes professionals
for funds a success.
is the only means of payment ^
use."
Professor Pierce's Public
ntroduced and proved to be
Speaking seminar which meets ev(Continued on page 2)
ery Tuesday morning from 8 to 9
in the speech studio and continues
throughout the year, answers this
need.
In every phase of life, it is to
one's advantage to be a good speakVacation officially begins on Deer. This is not a course for those
cember 17 at noon although one
The Spanish Club held its regu- interested just in debating but a
day's travel time will be granted
to individuals by the student deans. lar bi-weekly meeting at the home course for everyone wKb is interAll students must be back in of Mrs. Lamb on Interlachen ave- ested in making a purposive attime to attend their 1:30 classes nue last Wednesday night. A trip tempt to communicate meaning, to
on Tuesday, January 3, if they wish to Tampa was planned for the last stimulate thought and to form
to be considered as enrolled in col- week-end in January. This will opinion.
Everyday affairs in the realm of
lege. Holding these classes on the give the members an idea of Cuban
third is the only way in which the life and also a chance to use their social and business activities decollege can meet the Southern As- Spanish. Frederick Sackett gave mand a practical method of speech
sociation requirements of 181 days an interesting account of his ex- making. Both for the student who
in the college year. As it is Rol- periences in Spain this summer. is going into the world of busilins has a shorter, year than any Refreshments of punch and maca- ness and the man already in t h a t
(Continued on Page 3)
other college in the Association. roons were served.

Vacation Hours Are
Announced by Office Spanish Cluh Meets
AtMrs. LamVsHome

THE

THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS

FROM THE UNITED PRESS-

(Continued from Page 1)
should the amendment be ratified,
a procedure almost certain to be
followed, Franklin D. Roosevelt
may be president of the Ur
States for less than four years
even though he may serve his full
official term.
California has again suffered
slight attack of winteritis, which
the weather bureau officially i
counted for as "a rare importati
of cold air from Canada and Alaska." Those who listened to the
broadcast of the Southern Calitornia-Notre Dame football game
from Los Angeles last Saturday
must have marked the frequency
with which the various announcers
handling the game mentioned the
day as being the "coldest ever s
for football out here."
The manner in which nature
never allows one portion of the
globe's surface to become unbearably perfect in climate is reassuring at times; there is no section
of the earth where unpleasant periods arc unknown—and California
is no less fortunate in that respect
than our own Sunshine State. Good
weather is seldom so fine as after
a spell of clouds, and certainly
never more appreciated.
A kidnaping vaguely
cent of the Lindbergh ca of last
March was foiled by a German
shepherd dog in Philadelphia when
the would-be kidnapers fled as he
aroused household of Mr. and Mrs.
John B. C. Master by his barks.
A window in the nursery of the
two-year-old son of the Master
family had been jimmied open by
someone standing on a ladder propped against the outside wall. The
resemblance
between the two
crimes has aroused widespread interest in this latest outbreak of
heinous attempts on the safety and
well-being of innocent citizens and
their families.
Fortunately the Master child was
untouched, no harm was done apart
from the robbery of the garage
near the house, from which the ladder had been taken. Footprints and
tire marks showed plainly that the
Culprit had taken flight in an automobile, but no further trace of
the guilty person was dii
Advertise in the Sandspur
For Results

Professor Pierce Is
Impersonator, Also
Teacher Of Speech
By MARTHA DAVENPORT
Professor Pierce is not only
teacher of speech but is an Impersonator as well. He was educated at Syracuse University and
Northwestern, travelling for one
year with the Chicago Grand Concert Company, under the direction
of Charles Wagner. He did
©nations with this company
before he left the stage to teach,
first at Mt. Union, and then at
lio University. His reputation
an impersonator won him a job
th the Affiliated Lyceum Buau, with whom he spent fifteen
years as critic and coach, organizing and coaching some very fas companies. At the end of
this time he came to Rollins, where
'. has remained since 1929.
Professor Pierce is a lover of anlals and has four very interesting pets; two crows, a squirrel,
and an "all-round thoroughbred"
dog, Nipie. I went around to see
the pets and was greatly surprised
at the discovery of intelligence in
the crows. They have very taking habits indeed. In fact, • it was
necessary for their master to recover pennies from the beaks of
Jimmy and Billy, and pick up papers that had been surreptitiously
removed when his back was turned. Crows wear very beautiful
black coats and have a sleek wellgroomed appearance that is not always noticeable in the higher animals.
A book on Professional Speaking
will soon be published, and, as
Prof. Pierce is a noted authority
on this subject, it should be well
worth-while.

A Merry Christmas
From

R. C. BAKER CO.

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
FRENCH DRY CLEANERS
PHONE

Orlando—3176
Winter Park—9188
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES

Compliments
of the Season

SANDSPUR

"^^w^TDebr^d iNewman Writes Criticism
In Recreation Hall
Of Susan Glaspell's Play

WORLD FLASHES
Paris, Dec. 14 (UP)—French default on the $20,000,000 war debt
payment due to the United States
tomorrow was assured eary today
when the hostile Chamber of Deputies overthrew the Herriot government on the war debts question.
Premier Edouard Herriot and his
cabinet resigned and President Lebrun immediately started a conference to form a new cabinet.
"Naturally we are not paying
Thursday," Herriot said after his
resignation. He asked for a vote
of confidence on a counter resolution framed by commissions of
chamber deputies opposing payment. The counter resolution was
realy the government's project for

ROLLINS

ISSUED BY n s

(Continued from Page 1)
her grave mistake was in seeming
By EVELYN NEWMAN
payment of the debt installment
to talk to the audience rather than
•
possible
at this time, especially It is to Miss Eva Le Gallienne to the people on the stage. The
rejected
with reservations and
I the latter. Payment in goods "piled that credit must be given for in- sincerity of her lines could not but First Pictorial Contains Thir402 to 187.
ty-two Pages
I up further tariffs," and there must troducing Susan Glaspell's "Alir be doubted because of the artificialTeheran, Persia, Dec. 14 ( U P ) — ; be cancellation to alleviate strain son's House" to the public. It was ity of their delivery.
By RUTH J E A N N E BELLANY
first
acted
by
her
Civic
Repertory
and
stimulate
trade.
It
seemed
a
The Persian government defied the
Jean Jackson as the maid played
The Rollins Pictorial, newest stuBritish ultimatum demanding with matter of "bigger and better ele- Company in December, 1930. Miss a minor part with the proper selfdent publication, was launched for
drawal of the recent cancellatior phants" in this country at Europe's Le Gallienne herself took the part effacement of a well trained serits
maiden voyage last week with
of the Anglo-Persian oil conces expense but "why kick an elephant of Elsa.
vant, forgetting self in a loyal de- the appearance of the fall issue.
The play opens near noon of the votion to her mistress.
sion by tomorrow. The Persian when it is down ?" were Mr.
Examples
of fine photography in
last day of the nineteenth century,
note delivered to the British lega- Gill's kind sentiments.
Robert Black, as the young re- both campus views and action picBernard Bralove, first speaker December 31, 1899. Alison has been
tion justified cancellation on tht
porter, was ingenuous enough to tures distinguish this first issue
ground that concession was ob on the negative side, offered the dead for many years. Her brother, convince the audience as well as
and promise great things for those
tained '*as the result of pressure." visitors from Ireland a hearty wel- Mr. Stanhope, devoted to his fail- Ann Leslie of his love at first sight.
to come.
The government claimed the right come to Rollins on behalf of the ing sister, Agatha, is breaking up His awkward postures were often
The entire magazine consists of
to call attention to the League of college. He then proceeded to state the old homestead in order to com- against him, and his somewhat difNations to the alleged British and define the case for the nega- pel her to live under his care. His ficult enunciation made his lines 32 pages of fine-screen cuts on
enamel paper, with an attractive
tive based on the two points: one, older son, Eben, is unhappily marpressure and aleged unfair ca
ineffective. He completely missed
cover designed by John Gehrman,
that Europe can pay; two, that can- ried to a precise and critical wife,
lation of royalties.
his opportunity in the closing scene
"To portray in pictures the accellation will not aid recovery of Louise. The younger son, Ted, is
by reciting Emerson's lines in a
tivities,
the environment, and the
the economic world. Mr. Bralove a wayward collegiate .principally
ial manner when (according to
spirit of campus life" is the purably showed the bad effect of pro- concerned for the moment in writstage directions) they should have
pose
of
the
Rollins Pictorial as exing
a
theme
upon
his
famous
aunt,
posed cancellation upon this counbeen said "as if they had a great
pressed in the foreword by Dean A.
try and its citizens individually that will enable him to gain a grade
D. Enyart. Every new building on
with particular respect to Liberty from his English professor. The
Over against the sombemess of the campus and every sport is repbonds and taxation, and conclusive- only daughter and best-loved child,
e play as a whole, David Bothe resented in the first number.
ly he saw no just reason for can- Elsa, has brought scandal and soras
the young collegiate Ted, acted
cellation economically or socially row to the family by her recent
The idea of a pictorial magazine
By JEAN JACQUES PFISTER to be conducive to good interna- elopement with a married man, a refreshing and consistent role. for Rollins was suggested to PresAlways
convincing in his part, he
The debators from Ireland, and tional conduct, citing 'he great and whose wife is a dear friend of the
ident Holt last year by Ben Kuhns,
the debators from Rollins College poorly balanced internal expendi- disagreeably correct daughter-in- sometimes approached perilously in line with the widespread internear "stealing the show," though
in debating the War Debt Cancel- tures of Europe which could be law.
est in photography expressed by
he never allowed himself to do this
lation question have in spite of the converted to debt payments.
students in a survey of hobbies.
Harassed by these complications
dramatically unethical "trick."
serious problem under discussion,
With the affirmative's second and deeply distressed over the conEditor Kuhns and the numerous
Hollis Mitchell, as Father Stan- members of his contributing staff
proved to be powerful debators speaker, Mr. Auchmuty, came a dition of his sister, Mr. Stanhope
with no lack of appropriate wit. sweeping consideration of whethndeavoring to plan the moving hope, shared the highest acting desei've congratulations on this
The evening spent in Recreation
America can afford to receive from the old home. He is aided honors with his sister, Agatha,
creditable piece of work.
Hall was worthwhile in every re- the money owed her and conse- by his secretary, young Ann Les- Eleanor White, and his daughter,
Elsa,
Dorothea
Thomas
Lynch.
His
spect.
quently, the avalanche of evident
whose mother he had loved deacting esill favor in store by Europe if votedly for years before her death, excellent make-up
One could not help realize that America insists upon payment. Mr. The young love motive of the play tablished at once his position as the
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
from the argument brought up on Auchmuty continued to cite the
supplied by Ann and Richard devoted brother, the beloved faDURHAM, N. C.
either side—pro or con the Can- benefits of cancellation as regards Knowles, a reporter on the Chica- ther, and the respected leader in
cellation of the war debts—both memployment, budget balancing, go Daily News. He comes for a the community. He had a New
parties were right, and at the same nd international relations point- publicity story of Alison in connec- England reserve almost approachach year (M. D.
time both parties were wrong. It ng out the hypocrisy of the Unit- tion with the breaking up of the old ing austerity. His very restraint
sometimes seemed to rob his charis the old story. In such small ed States at various intervals upon homestead.
acterization
of
force,
and
yet
there
subject of armaments which
Beginning the discussion of the
quarrels as the World War, there is
was a convincing sincerity in his
the aftermath such as pestilence, all went to prove the necessity of actors in the order of their appear: ,the writer is compelled to excellently modulated voice and
poverty, revolution, hunger, and cancellation towards fuller co-op(Continued on Page 3)
eration
internationally.
state
that
Elfreda
Winant,
as
Ann
depression as well as inter-world
r. Dreicer, second for the ne- Leslie, was attractive but not condebts. Every one blames every one
ve,
gave
the
debaters
from
Irevincing.
Her
personality
was
suitelse, and the truth of the matter
sincere words of welcome and ed to the part, her manner was apis that every one is right. At the
(Continued on Page 3)
' pealing, and her voice clear, but
(Continued on Page 3)
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We take this opportunity to thank our friends
for a year of pleasant
patronage.
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THE

DEBAIE l E i
TO M E TRIP

Dr. Newman Writes
On Glaspell's P l a y
Given Friday Evening

Dreicer and Bralove Will
Journey to West Coast

calmness of procedure that made
his audience believe entirely his
statements of
life's discipline
through unhappiness, renunciation,
and loneliness. His love for his
daughter showed through this restraint from the time of her first
appearance to the closing emotional heights of. the play.

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Comments
Irish Debaters Interviewed Pfister
On Recent Debate SIEWERT
During Winter Park Tour With Dublin Squad

TO GIVE
SPECIAL FEATURE

(Continued from page 2)

(Continued from page 2)
By JIMMIE GOWDY
all the North doesn't attend school
Tried out a different form of in- down here." Just at this moment same time Mr. Cause is right. M:
terview last Thursday afternoon. he noticed first: a Connecticut car, Cause in speaking of all man Christmas Program Is Pre<^?<;.
Instead of that cut and dried af- then one from New York, and a troubles states: They do not know
sented At Organ Vespers
fair in which the reporter sits down third from Illinois. This spectacle me, I who am Fear, Greed, SelEollras College has accepted an in^
with his victim, fires a barrage of caused him to inquire as to the fishness, material egotism, and the
vitation to stage an exhibition deSelections for the special Christquestions at him, and finally leaves number of states represented in the enemy of the Brotherhood of r
bate with North Carolina State
mas program to be given at organ
with his mind so full of nonsense college, I told him. Then he dehid under the mask of
College before the annual conven
vespers this afternoon are as folthat his article looks like a sec-! liberated for a while, and said: "I
While I wear the mask of
tion of the National Association of
tion from "Who's Who," little Jim- think that it's a wonderful thing peace—I am the cause of Strife, lows:
' T ' R U L Y , the p e n t h a t signs
Teachers of Speech in Los Ange••• a c o n t r a c t for a d e q u a t e
mie took his victims for a ride. No, this business of varied types atilso hidden under the mask
Eleanor White approached a tri1. Choral-prelude, "From Heavles on December 29, Professor HarEQUITABLE PROTECTION
—not the kind of ride so popul; tending the same school, it lends sc of Christianity, while I instigate
n to Earth I Come"—Bach.
ry E. Pierce, debate coach, has an- umph in the portrayal of his aged
is
a m i g h t y instrument—^far
to
broadmindedness.
About
this
in j n y native city (that sort of
the quarrels among the Christian;
sister, Agatha. Her failing mind,
nounced.
2. March of The Magi K i n g s - m o r e p o t e n t t h a n t h e sword in
thing never goes over with Irish matter of education in the States, Let them quarrel while they ar
The invitation came through Ed- her bewildered uncertainty were
Dubois.
v
a
n
quishing man's common
y'know
it
has
always
struck
me
as
m anyhow), but just a pleasant
ignorant of me, let them quarrel
enemies, d o u b t , fear a n d w o r r y .
win H. Paget, president of the revealed by modulations of voice,
Christmas in Sicily—Yon.
ar of Winter Park, Orlando and pathetic. I mean this. The Ameri- about the mistakes caused by me
Southern Association of Teachers wavering gestures, and facial excan is so eager for an education, and the consequences thereof, while
Pantasion or "Antioch" (Joy Don't wait .imtil i t ' s too late!
e
nearby
country-side.
of Speech, and debate coach at pressions which changed quickly
Before commercing our scenic and yet, when he" gets one, why I strengthen my position. I am to the World)—Lemare.
fear and apprehension to
North Carolina State College, who
tour, James Johnston Auchmuty, man, he just makes a botch of the only a ghost with changing masks,
5.
Prayer, from the Opera
had been asked by Henrietto Pren- crafty cunning and faded out into BB.A., (he preferred just plain whole thing."
my fortress is strong, in the make- Hansel and Gretal"—Humperink.
Representative
tiss, president of tne National As- pathetic blankness. Best of all Jim), was bemoaning the fact that
This opinion on American educa- belief that I can serve for good,
Rollins College Publicity Office
6. Two Noels—Guilmant.
sociation, to arrange the exhibition Miss White maintained a restraint as yet he had been unable to se- tion caused Mr. Gill to venture his
as
well
as
for
evil.
Carnegie
Hall
debate as a feature of the conven- which kept her part from even the cure any satisfactory cigarette. It own, "I was amazed," said he, "To
7. Hallelujah Chorus from "The
Our debators never touched the
Phone 274
tion. This is the first time in the faintest approach to caricature.
seems that Jim has a distinct pref- see that many of the American stu- cause, the cause behind the war, Messiah"—Handel.
Over against the splendid control
history of the National Association
December 9, numbers played
erence for unmixed brands. His dents go to any number of schools
; war's consequences—they
that student debaters have been of his father is set the emotional smoke must be either all Turkish
were from the Nut Craeker Suite
;he pursuit of their education.
invited to appear before the con- and mental instability of the elder tobacco or all Virginia. We finally Back in Ireland a student usually have only debated the effect or per- of Tschaikowski.
ips one of the effects.
on, Eben, well portrayed by EdpRANCE'SpCIE
vention.
Claud L. Murphree, organist of
solved the problem and set out for receives his entire higher learning
The most powerful reasoning for
5D STAT
Maurice Dreicer, New York, N. vin Libbey. Unhappily m a r r
Orlando.
at the same school."
e cancellation of the intergov- the University of Florida, who
md
finding
no
emotional
outlet
Y., and Bernard E. Bralove, Wash'e had, by this time, ridden ernmental war debts, and repara- plays over WRUF, presented the
As an introductory measure it
ington, D. C , have been selected to lis father's law office, Eben has was logical for me to inquire about through Orlando and were now on tions was not applied by the af- following selections Monday, at
represent Eollins in Los Angeles. cached a crisis that may prove their trip. You know, "Was it our way back to Winter Park. Both firmative side, nameHy, the fart vespers:
The transcontinental trip will be shattering. Mr. Libbey had thought
Prelude and Fugue in A
gentlemen were highly im- that the money loaned by the
Sure, you get the idea.
made at the conclusion of a trip to through the part and he gave a Well, it !
that Garret Edward,Pressed with the tropical atmos- United States to the warring coun- Minor—Bach.
New York and Maine to fill two satisfying interpretation. His pos- Gill, B.A., L.L.B., (he seemed r a t h phere of central Florida. They tries was for DESTRUCTIVE and
A Sylvan Idyll — Gordon
ture was often awkward,
engagements.
Batch Nevin.
lines were always rendered with er reserved so I couldn't get a nick- were especially delighted with the NOT for constructive purposes.
Fountain Sparkling in the
The subject of the exhibiton deMoney loaned for destruction cansympathy and understanding of name out of him), was overwhelm- beauty of our new buildings.
Sunlight—Hugo Goodwin.
bate in Los Angeles is on the caningly
impressed
with
the
attitude
Just
before
returning
to
the
honot
bring
interest
since
the
prinEben's really inherent fineness.
cellation of war debts.
The Chapel of San M i g u e l we Americans have toward the Vol- tel both men stated an intense de- cipal is destroyed with the interNatalie Cole, as Louise Stanhope, stead act. "Y' know," with just a
Edwin Stanley Seder.
sire to pick a few oranges and tan- est.
his wife, acted with a shrewishness smattering of Irish brogue, "ActuChristmas Evening—Maurogerines. Some poor grower will
The admonitions of the founder
fittingly subdued to the Stanhope ally, until I came to the States I
miss a few pieces of fruit but will of Christianity—"He who uses the Dottone.
environment of polite society. She had seen only one intoxicated wom6. Variations on a Noel—Marcel
he please mark it down in his ledg- Sword will perish by the Sword'
portrayed her ungrateful part of an in my whole life, but by Heaven
er as: "1-2 doz. oranges, 1-2 doz. together with the good work of thi Dupre.
fussy dominance exceedingly well. at some of the receptions given for
tangerines, for benefit of the League of Nations, will eventually
William Fletcher's role as Mr. us by friends, the women were by
Irish?"
overcome the cause of man's
Hodges offered a grateful relief by far farther from sobriety than the
(Continued from Page 2)
Time was flying (as it usually greatest evils.
the broad humor of the lines. Per- men. I can't understand it, and,
does,
to
our
mutual
consternation)
When the more powerful brothpointed out various discrepancies haps he realized this fact too keentoo, the beverages are so inferior." so we regretfully wound our way ers- of the International Family,
on the part of his worthy oppo- ly, for his acting almost apAfter this one outburst, Mr. Gill back to the hotel. In the light of or I should say the League of Na
May your Christmas stocknents concerning the defined case proached caricature incongruous
eflectively smoked his pipe, but the setting sun, Mr. Auchmuty, tions, begin to realize that their
ing hold all the good things
at hand. From the world economic with the general soberness of atIr. Auchmuty was extremely talk- just as the afterglow was intensi- influence over the smaller broththat you wish is our most
viewpoint, Mr. Dreicer showed with mosphere.
Virginia McCall, as itive. "The weather here is so
fying the color of the oranges, ers and sisters does not after all
eloquence and great force how canHodges, had a quiet, unas- balmy. I dare say it's a case of
cordial wish.
solemnly said, ^'Isn't it wonderful, avail much for themselves and with
cellation would be of no advantage suming manner entirely suited to
summer all the year around, isn't
sets with the hue of the realization of the family £
to the United States, Europe would her part.
SIX POINT SERVICE
it?"
the fruit that makes |his beauty whole—that if one suffers all
spend more for armaments with reSTATION
The emotional instability shown
spot
what
it
is."
I remained as loyal to Florida as
going to suffer, when this ideal
sulting consequences, world credit
Pan-Am Gas
Eben carries over to his sister,
. and Mrs. E. L. Feller, Props.
egotism is recognized then, the
would have no foundation and at Elsa and is the cause of her violent I could after mentally recalling the
weather of two weeks ago, and he
City Blames Depression
Ghost will see its fortress weaken,
this time competition would be rife
with the future burden settling nounced as forbidden by her Axmt continued, "I can't understand why
St. Louis (UP)—The depression and will finally fall into the grave
upon the taxpayers of the United
is blamed by the city for a 5.86 which he has prepared for him
and (in a lesser degree) by
States. His statement t h a t "cancel- her father. But, she shows a senper cent decrease in water con- and ultimately be forced to give up
lation will not work to the best in- sitiveness and an intellectual powsumption during the past 12 his Ghost.
terests of the world," ended a very
months. The total used during
befitting the niece of a great
admirable constructive speech to be genius. Dorothea Thomas Lynch
that period was 42,399,819,770 galA cordial invitation to visit our
followed later by an equally praise- made a beautiful and vital Elsa.
lons.
Beautiful New Shop
(Continued from Page 1)
worthy rebuttal.
She built up her part artistically
Corner of Morse Blvd. and
By both sides, the rebuttal round from her first hesitating entry to world, extempore speaking comes
Advertise in the Sandspu
throughout entertained with a ten- her assured position as niece, sis- nearest to meeting this demand.
For Results
sion of interesting humor which
daughter in the closing
Lessons indude the development
approached rather bitter sarcasm scene. The tenderness of her re- of poise, a good speaking
occasionally but was always righthip with her aunt was skill- clear and distinct pronunciat:
ed by hard-hitting refutation of fully implied in the death scene of emphasis in everyday conversat:
each other's points of fact. Such Agatha. Her manner toward both gestures for emphasi
sentiments as Mr. Bralove's
her brothers betrayed sisterly de- reading, Bible reading, the developof "orators," Mr. Gill's confidence votion. At the end she had the ment of personality for platform
in Mr. Dreicer's ability for
sympathetic approval of the audi- and everyday life, reading of
search, Mr. Dreicer's disregard for ence for her success in winning not poems, story-telling, after dinner
LARGER
Dublin's inconsistencies, Mr. Auch- only her father's forgiveness but speeches and orations.
MANY EXCLUSIVE
muty's appreciation of Rollins' elo- in saving for the world the newly
This comprehensive course has
IMPROVEMENTS
quence of presentation all added
found poems of Alison as her cenbeen included in a syllabus. No
LOWER IN PRICE
amusing note to parts of the
tury passes out.
books are required.
buttal of a consistent and closely
The old, old wish "Mermatched debate. A high standard
ry Christmas" is on our
of exposition
was maintained
lips as we greet this
throughout for a non-decision finis.
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SANDSPUR ASKS FOR THE
CO-OPERATION OF
EVERYONE
On Friday and Saturday of this week the
majority of the students will leave for home
or the home of friends for Christmas vacation. Before you go, will you please remember the Rollins Christmas Fund? In
the last minute rush and excitement it will
be very easy to forget.
It is very easy to forget that to many
people Christmas will be only another day
of poverty. We know that the Fund cannot hope to relieve this poverty for long.
It is, unfortunately, too small to do much
more than provide a little Christmas for
some of the most deserving.
It is very easy to forget that there are
many others who want the same sort of
a Christmas that we do. These others can
have a little Christmas only through your
generosity.
It is more blessed to give than to receive
but many of us are apt to forget it. While
most of us cannot give in large amounts,
all of us can spare something.
The students who are remaining in Winter Park during the holidays can give their
time. Just before Christmas several people will be needed to help pack Christmas
boxes for the poor. And on Christmas it
is hoped that enough people can be found
to go about singing carols.
It would not mean much time but it
would mean a great deal to many people.
You are not asked to give or do much but
we do feel that everyone can do something.
There should be a feeling of satisfaction
in knowing that you had remembered the
real meaning of Christmas. We hope you
will make an effort to remember.

In the Haskell-Creighton gridiron battle
the Indians made a substitution when the
ball was on their own six-inch line, and as
their limit of substitutions for the game
was already exhausted, they were penalized
half the distance to the goal, or three
inches. (NSFA)
—Oregon Emerald.

SANDSPUR WISHES ALL ITS
READERS A MERRY
CHRISTMAS
Merry Christmas!
Vacation starts such a long time before
December 25th that it hardly seems possible
that Christmas is almost here. And apparently there are only a few unfortunates
who cannot go home for the holidays.
However, for those who remain here, we
wish them the best of luck and a very pleasant vacation. To everyone the next two
weeks will be a much needed rest and relaxation (much needed after the last two
weeks of the end of the term rushing).
As far as the Sandspur is concerned, we
are publishing the last issue of the fall
term. We have endeavored to produce as
good a newspaper as possible. To some extent we hope we have been successful
though we well know that there is plenty
of room for continued improvement.
We welcome any constructive criticisms
which you may have to offer. We feel that
by the expression of your opinions we can
publish a better paper. The Sandspur attempts to please the majority of its readers and we have no idea how we are succeeding until we hear from you.
Again, we wish you all, students, faculty,
alumni, parents and friends, the merriest
of Christmases.

OTHER EDITORIALS
SOMETHING MUST BE DONE
(Daily Trojan)
Many criticisms of American universities—some of them just, some unjust—are
being made today, but one of the most recent attacks which just cuts us to the quick
was written by Bernardine Freeman in the
Journal of the National Education Association. Under the title of "Is This Education?"
Miss Freeman presents several
points, which we reprint here with what
seems to us to he suitable comments.
"I can solve a quadratic equation, but I
cannot keep my bank balance straight."
She probably forgets to add on the two-cent
federal tax; we thought our banker had forgotten all his college training until he reminded us of this little matter.
"I can read Goethe's 'Faust' in the original, but I cannot ask for a piece of bread
in German." Miss Freeman might console
herself with the thought that she probably
wouldn't be able to get a piece of bread in
Germany now anyway, with conditions what
they are.
"I can name the kings of England since
the War of Roses, but I do not know the
qualifications of the candidates in the coming election." Most people who couldn't
name one of these kings had the same trouble—even after reading all about the candidates.
"I know the economic theories of Malthus
and Adam Smith, but I cannot live within
my income." Living within one's income
has nothing to do with the theories of these
two economics; it is a matter of common
sense, which educators admit they cannot
teach to some persons.
"I can recognize the 'leit-motif of a Wagner opera, but I cannot sing a tune." Since
when has it been the duty of a university to
teach its students to sing ?
'
"I can explain the principle of hydraulics,
but I cannot fix a leak in the kitchen faucet." Perhaps Miss Freeman should have
gone to a trade school and taken up plumbing.
"I can read the plays of Moliere in the
original, but I cannot order a meal in
French." If Miss Freeman is not bragging,
we would like to point out that with most
French students we know the situation is
just the opposite.
"I have studied the psychology of James
and Tichener, but I cannot control my temper." If we stopped studying psychology
with James and Tichener we wouldn't be
able to control much of anything.
"I can conjugate Latin verbs, but I cannot write legibly." Cheer up, Miss Freeman, many people cannot do either.
."I can recite hundreds of lines of Shakespeare, but I do not know the Declaration of
Independence, Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, or the 23rd Psalm." If we were Miss
Freeman we would be very happy about
this.
Most criticisms against universities are
easy to forget, but the thought of Miss
Freeman sitting in her room solving quadratic equations, naming the kings of England since the War of Roses, explaining to
herself the principle of hydraulics, and conjugating Latin verbs while all the time she
is just dying to ask for a piece of bread in
German, sing in tune, fix that leak in her
kitchen faucet, or recite the Declaration of
Independence—all this tugs at our heart
strings. It makes us want to do something
about the modern educational system.
—Scarlet and Black.
"Whimsies," Mrs. Dexter Elliott's book
of delightful poems for children, has been
added to the collection of American Poetry
in the John Hay library, at Brown University.
The Cornell Newspaper informs us that
students who fall asleep in the library at
Swarthmore College are given warnings,
after three of which they are fined. (NSFA)
—Tower Times.

SANDSPUR

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN?
The Atlanta Constitution, staid daily of
tremendous circulation, pontifically proclaims that it regrets "the apparent apathy
of college authorities over the activities of
both instructors and student leaders in
spreading governmental ideas sharply at
variance with the constitution of the United
States."
If here be such "apathy," then it is most
heartily to be commended. Criticism of the
constitution, of the government, or anything, must always precede change—and,
good or bad, it always provokes thought.
If college students and their instructors are
active in spreading "governmental ideas
sharply at variance with the constitution,"
perhaps they in time can succeed in improving the present woefully inadequate
system of government wherein the monied
classes control the republic by skilfully pulling the wool over the eyes of the poorer
masses.
As for the idea that no governmental
ideas sharply at variance with the constitution should ever be allowed freedom of expression. The Constitution in
its conservatism must have borrowed
a plank or two from Europe. Incidentally, how could any one of the various amendments to the constitution
ever have come into being under such
a policy as the great newspaper advocates? And, less incidentally, how can
The Constitution back the Democratic
party in its prohibition-repeal program? For the Democrats are certainly
expressing ideas "sharply at variance"
with the constitution as it now stands,
and most specifically plan to change "
that part of the constitution which they
don't like.
The whole matter probably means that,
if the ideas of the college students and
their instructors are Socialistic, then The
Constitution can stand no tampering with
ideas affecting the constitution. Should
the young men, on the other hand, enthusiastically back the Democatic ideas of
change, then The Constitution, we presume,
is heartily in favor of freedom of expression even for college students and professors.
—The Hornet.

"BOOKS
By H. A L t E N SMITH
United Press Book Editor
So long as books are being published
there can be no reason why anyone should
get into a swivet about Christmas presents.
We have yet to hear of a person between
four and 84 who was disappointed on being given a book.
So we present herewith a few titles -f
recent date that are ideal as gift books. We
have not classified them under such subtitles as, "For Aunt Minnie," or "For Your
Intellectual Uncle," or "For Those Who Like
to Laugh." All we've done is select books
that are good books, well worth the money
you'll pay for them. Here they are: '
"The Physiology of Marriage," by Balzac, and "The Collected Works of Pierre
Louys," both new titles in Liveright's superb Black and Gold Library.
"Titans of Literature," by Burton Rascoe (Putnam). $3.75.
"Blessed Spinoza," by Lewis Browne
(Macmillan). %i.
"Death in the Afternoon," by Ernest
Hemingway (Scribners). $3.60.
"Van Loon's Geography," by Hendrik
Willem van Loon (Simon & Schuster).
$3.75.
"The Odyssey," translated by T. E. Shaw
(Oxford). $3.60.
"The Haunted Mirror," by Elizabeth Madox Roberts (Viking). $2.50.
"Porfirio Diaz," by Carleton Beals (Lippincott). $5.
"Sketches in Criticism," by Van Wyck
Brooks (Dutton). $3.50.
"God's-Angry Man," by Leonard Ehrlich
(Simon & Schuster). $2.60.
"Napoleon," by Hilaire Belloc (Lippincott). $4.
"Funday," by Ilo Orleans (Claude Kendall). $3.
If, out of that list, you can't find the
book that will satisfy for a Christmas gift,
then you'd better get roller skates or neckties, or coffee percolators. Incidentally,
"Funday," is the best book for small children published in recent months.
Grand Duke Alexander of Russia, who
writes better than passably, treats of surviving royal personalities in "Twilight of
Royalty" (Long & Smith). His book is concerned mainly with Alfonso, lately king of
Spain.
Konrad Bercovici must write in his sleep.
He turns out three or four books a year
and usually they are of high quality. His
latest is "The Incredible Balkans" (Putnam).
Bercovici is a Rumanian and has
spent much of his time roaming through
the Balkans. He has a firm grasp of the
European political scene, he is capable of
writing prose that is well above the average.
Consequently, this book is worth
reading.
(UP)—The Jamestown Golf Clob of Newport News has a museum. There are on exhibit more than a hundred clubs dating
back to 1800.
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By GORDON JONES
While listening to a blow by blow
Ah, the term ends . . . and you'd, ing the whole trip than are ordi- report of the battle for the repeal
think it was June the way every- narily found on our own parking of the 18th amendment, Nate
body is getting ready to scoot . . .) lot, things are in a sad way.
Strawn (Kelly's bid for supremacy
moving heaven and earth to leave
I remember a fly-quick drive at the quadrangle) jumped up and
twenty-four hours earlier . . . bet from Cleveland to Kansas City and jcried, "64-40 or fight." We'd like
those trains Friday and Saturday return just a year ago; the main to inform Strawn that 54-40 or
are loaded . . . the Jax station will transcontinental routes, U. S. 30 fight is not an alcoholic percentsurely be treated for a half hour and 40, were followed the entire age, but is the common division of
and more while Rollins changes | distance, yet traffic was less both- food made by most table heads.
cars . . . nearly makes me wish I ersome than the occasional bovine
Grinnell Scarlet and Black.
was going to get smoke in m; pedestrians which obstructed the
eyes instead of carbon monoxide ir roadway. Four and five years ago
An example of loose thinking
my nose this vacation . . . especial- even the sparsely settled spaces of and loose statements was recently
ly if it should snow in the moun- the West offered better travelled emphasized by a non-college man
highways than many thickly popu- when Al Smith wrote his salutatains . . .
fortune waiting for the '^*<"' districts can present today. tion to the New Outlook. In all
There';
To my mind this fact is the most due respect to Mr. Smith, who is
man who makes a windshield wiper
outstanding indication of adverse a man of leadership and great honto keep time to radio music
conditions
that has yet appeared, esty, his statement "that the daily
that music certainly helps
strenuous days to pass, be they and I should imagine that in the press is 'limited as a medium'"
traffic
volume
will be found the was far afield from the facts.
rainy or dry . . . wonder why I've
never heard "Singing.In The Rain" most reliable index of the return
Observe the reaction of the colthe
definite
upward
trend. In any
during a storm . . . and why the
lege mind to such a statement. In
radio greeted me the other dawn event, it was very noticeable thi; the light of facts, what could Edi"Let's Put Out The Lights" summer that in Boston, whert tor Smith have meant by "limited."
why doesn't somebody take se- there is the least talk of bad go
There are 29,980,146 families in
sly that question of synchron- ing and all, the traffic was th< the United States according to the
jizing the daily entertainment fare heaviest I saw during the whok last census. The circulation of the
and the number of Massawith the elements?
daily newspapers of the country
chusetts licenses wandering over
totals 39,533,243, or an average of
Speaking of entertainment, this
country was outstandingly
musical comedy is both an idea large, outnumbering the usually 1 ^ newspapers for every home.
and an inspiration . . . perfect, al- numerous New York and Ohio That's complete coverage-plus.
Akron Buchtelite.
most, in fact . . . just six weeks plates.
of contemplation and concentration
followed by a hit show . . . always
Three Tulane debaters who were
Speaking of Boston recalls a
providing, of course, that we make
entertaining the Irish representait and don't lie down on the job clever sign I saw on one of those tives after their set-to wih New. . . sure enough, here's that op- little side streets that seem to dis- comb were taken unawares when
portunity that comes only once in appear from Tremont and sneak one of them suddenly produced an
a take-your-choice . . . let's wax off to nowhere.
laid snuffbox and proffered it
haberdasheries—their two
enthusiastic and lend our support,
with the suggestion "Sniff?" The
as the sayings go . . . even if that sign side by side applied that dig- Tulanians preferred to watch the
means letting the leading man bor- nified title to their common pur- Dubliner's technique.'
suit—were evidently feeling the
row our suspenders . . .
Tulane Hullabaloo.
Christmas seals are mighty gau- strain of competition, the times being
what they were and all, for
dy this year . . . but Uncle Sam
And
it
seems
that there was a
of them had had a fire of suscould learn something from their I
Purdue co-ed who awoke one mornwintergreen - flavored
gum . . ipicious origin a few days before,
th
all
the
external
symptoms
owner-manager had exercised
makes licking stamps a pleasu
shopkeeper's perspicacity and of small-pox. Upon the arrival of
. . . red tape being what it is, howthe doctor she was in a sta'-e of
, the P. 0. dept. will probably P™<:Iaim«d to the world, or as much
llapse. Taking one long look at
go right on feeding us m u c i l a g e " ' '* "'^ P='='*«^'' ^'=^ ^oors, that
her, the physician ran for some
it'd be silly anyway, asking tupendous FIRE SALE was NOW alcohol, and with it wiped the spots
for stamps by flavor . . . come to IN PROGRESS, and UNUSUAL
Before going to bed she had
think of it, there's a good way to ' BARGAINS
would take your
taken a cold shower; and before she
wipe out the postal deficit . . . put ^'"•'^"'^ ^ ^ ^ ' ' " " ' ^ you would
was thoroughly dry she had donned
the best flavors on the higher de-I ^ ^ ^ E IN, please, RIGHT THIS
her new red polka dot pajam s.
nominations and watch the receipts ™ ^ ' •
Swarthmore Phoenix.
soar . . . imagine buying a quar- ' ''^^^ " * " ' ' ' ' " ' ' "^Shbor had apter's worth of chocolate stamps or P?''«ntly looked over the situation
Is
it
possible
that education has
a raspberry special delivery . . . i ^""^ decided something had to be
wonder if anybody will chocolate j'^™''- ^^ ^"^ '•"*''' he had cer- been neglected ir the West during
the
dry
regime?
that . . . more like to give it the h ' " ^ ^ ''""'^ " ' P'^^^rds in both
Brewery owners are lamenting
raspberry, mefears . . . somehow ' " " ' ' ° ™ ' " ' ™ ° " " ' ^ ' ' ' ' t * " ^ ' « ' ' " P ' ' 0 " this seems to be getting out of |'''P™'==' P"''*™'''^ in his establish- the fact that the college youth is
hand . . . time to stop . . .
i ™™' ° " account of the FIRE no longer "beer conscious." His
I NEXT DOOR, because BELIEVE taste for hard liquors, created hy
IT OR NOT, WE GOT THE the prohibition laws, alarms them,
because they see in the student the
Every little jaunt anyone takes in \ SMOKE,
an auto these days n^pkes one more | And there was probably Boston's arbiter of all youthful fashions.
and more impressed with the , first smoke sale, given to the pub- Accordingly, the leaders in the
)n-to-be-revived industry a r e
dearth of traffic on even the busi- i lie for what it was worth. Incid to be planning a campaign tc
est highways. When a car can | dentally, there wasn't a single custravel a hundred and fifty miles jtomer in either store as I passed, educate Joe College to the "taste
and, not counting the towns, of so maybe the ideas weren't so good of good beer."—The Silver and
course, pass less automobiles dur- j after all.
Gold, U. of Colorado.
Tulane Hullabaloo.
10:30 Columbia All-star Revue (1).
Recipe for Flunks—
11:00 Anson Weeks (4).
Take eighteen week's bluff,
By EGJ
11:30 Guy
Lombardo
(1);
several absences.
George Olsen (4).
Combine with plenty of inatten) Local, WDBO, S80.
12:00 Don Bestor, Art Jarrett
tion.
I WABC, New York, 860,
(4);Cab Calloway (6).
Flavor well with moonlight auto
) WSM, Nashville, 660.
rides.
I WEAF, New York, 660,
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17:
Add
plenty of dates.
I WLW, Cincinnati 700.
8:15 Anson Weeks (6).
Bake with a teacher's hot temper,
> WJZ, New York, 760,
9:00 Ruth Etting (1).
Serve warm with disappointment
10:00 Lucky Strike Hour (3)at the end of the semester.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 14:
(4).
—The Ark Light.
8:45 Jack Denny (45.
11:00 Guy Lombardo (1); Don
Amarilla Ranga.
9:00 Guy Lombardo (2).
Bestor (4).
10:00 Ruth Etting (1)
11:30 Harold Stern (1); Paul
10:15 Round Towners qubrtet Whiteman (4).
9:30 Paul Whiteman, soloists
(1).
12:00 Ted Weems (4); Jack (3), (4).
10:30 Columbia Revue—all-star Denny (6).
10:00 Carnation Contented Pro(1).
12:30 Lopez (4); Mark Fisher gram (3), (4); Boswells (1).
11:00 Pickens Sisters (6).
(6).
11:00 Ted Weems (4); Isham
11:15 The Three Keys.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 18:
Jones ( 1 ) ; Rollickers Quartet (6).
11:30 Isham Jones (1).
8:00 Eddie Cantor (3),- (4).
11:30 Guy Lombardo (1).
12:00 Cab Calloway (3), (4);
9:00 Bath Club Revue—comedy
12:00 Jack Denny (3), (6);
Don Redman (2).
(1).
Jimmy Carr (2).
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 16:
9:15 American Album of Fa12:16 Anson Weeks (4).
8:00 Rudy Vallee (4); Abe Ly- miliar Music (3), (4).
12:30 Mark Fisher from Edgeman (2).
9:30 Walter Winchell (5), (6). water Beach (4); Olsen (6).
8:15 Ted Weems and Jack Ben- (See 11:15).
ny (2).
9:45 Sheaffer Lifetime Revue TUESDAY, DECEMBER 20;
8:46 Jack Denny (1).
(3), (6).
7:15 Tangee Musical Dreams
9:00 Show Boat Program (3),
10:00 Ted Weems with Jack (5), (6).
(4); Boswells (1).
Benny (2).
8:00 Sanderson-Crumit, songs
9:15 Mills Brothers (2).
10:15 L'Heure Exquise (3), (4). and humor (4); Abe Lyman (2).
10:00 "The Chocolate Soldier"
11:00 The Gauchcs, Orchestra
8:30 Wayne King (4).
(2); Lucky Strike Hour (3), (4). (1 .
9:30 Ben Bernie (3), (4).
11:00 Don Bestor with Art Jar11:15 Donald Novis, tenor, Lew
9:30 Ed Wynn, The Perfect
rett (4).
White at the organ (3), (4); Wal- Fool (3), (4); California Melodies
11:30 Ben Bernie (4); Isham ter Winchell (3).
(1).
Jones (1).
11:30 Eddie Duchin ( 1 ) ; Art
10:00 Lucky Strike (3), (4).
12:00 Carl Moore Terrace Gar- Kassel (6).
10:30 Al and Pete—novelty prodens Orchestra (3), (4).
12:00 Ben Pollack (2).
gram (6).
12:30 Gus Arnheim (5), ( 6 ) ;
11:00 Rollickers Quartet (6).
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 16:
Bennie Cummins (2).
11:15 The Three Keys (4).
8:00 Cities Service Concert (4),
11:30 Jack Denny (4); Isham
8:30 March of Time, news MONDAY, DECEMBER 19:
Jones (1).
amatization (2).
7:30 Isham Jones (1).
12:00 George Olsen (4); Don
9:00 Cliquot Club (4).
8:00 Pickens Sisters (3), (6); Redman (2).
9:30 Rollins Program (1); Leo Jack Smith, Hummng Birds, (2).
12:30 Don Bestor ( 4 ) ; Dancing
Reisman (4).
8:30 Lawrence Tibbett (3>, (4). in Milwaukee ( 6 ) ; Harold Stem
10:00 Al Jolson (3), (4).
9:15 Mills Brothers (2).
(2).
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Chi Omega will hold
Entertainment and
Dance this Evening

SOCIAL HICNUCUTS

ALPim PHI DANCE
HELD ON WEEKEND

Mostly About

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
SAFE RETURN
"R." BROWN AND "BINFormal Program Dance Given ny" Elliott win the travelers'
at Dubsdread Country Club
trophy offered by this column
for globe-trotting. They will
Saturday evening, December the
spend over 100 hours on the
tenth. Alpha Phi entertained a t a
train taking them to and from
formal program dance at the Dubstheir home in Beatrice, Nedread Country Club.
braska, for Christmas dinner.
The club was decorated with
As a pair they will travel 7800
palms and ferns. Punch was served
miles together.
With 3900
during the evening. Dean Enyart,
miles apiece they also tie for
Mrs. Sprague, Professor and Mrs.
individual round trip honors.
Wattles, Dr. and Mrs. Shippen and ] H. P. ABBOTT, ED BONELLI,
Professor Tory chaperoned the l Jean Cummings, Dot Ellis, Barbie
party. Presidents of each sorority Dailey, N a t French, Peggy and
and fraternity and their dates were [ Lucy Green, Ed Buttner, Syd Carguests of the actives and pledges, j ter, Jane Helm, Ernie Hills, Sam
At midnight a buffet supper Howe, Virginia Jaekel, Peggy W a r
was served. Bob Timson's orches- ner, Jim Veasey, Cang Lloyd,
tra furnished the music.
Frances Lee, Ruth McWain, Fred
Guests present were; Martha Mackay, Rob-Roy Mize, Ed Rollins,
Davenport, George Barber, Thelma Bob Stufflebeam, Charlie RathVaa Buskirk, Edwin Libbey, Rosa- bone, and Elizabeth Rand all plan
mund Carson, Fred Mackey, Elean- to travel over 2500 miles going and
or Wright, Dixie Munger, Lula coming. Dixie Munger and Fred
Cashwell, Ralph Treaseman, Eileen Mackay will go about 3200..
Christensen, Wally Child, Richard
PEGGY AND LOUISE J E N Shannon, Bertha Jennings, Amelia
Bigelow, Duke Wellington, Janet
Murphy, Al Stoddard^ Mary Lynn
Rogers, George
Carrison, Reg
Clough, Harvey Ford, Josh Butler,
Lloyd Towle,
Donald Becker,
George Salley, Harrison Roberts,
Rob-Roy Mize, Carl Sweet, Ben
Kuhns, Ed Buttner, Kingsley KarRho Lambda Nu fraternity held
nopp, John Cudmore, Edward Bon- an informal dance at the chapter
elli, Frank Hughes and Dick Wash- house Tuesday, December 6. Bridge
ington.
and dancing took place from 8 to
10:30 P. M.
Chaperones were Mrs. Sackett,
Mr. Cook and Miss Moore.
In addition to the members and
pledges were William Davies, Bryan Owen, Arthur Newton, Bertha
Jennings, Jane
Marshall, Lula
Cashwell, Dorothy Shepherd, Elsa
Hildebrandt,
Ralph
Whitaker,
i On Sunday night the members of
Richard Baldwin, Frank Foster,
j. Kappa Alpha Theta entertained
Eliza Windsor, Eleanor Sheetz,
,( with another of their buffet supLeah Jean Bartlett, Betty Trevor
pers at the chapter house.
and Hazel Bohnn.
Monday night the house was the
icene of a Christmas dinner party.
Monday evening Alpha Phi electThe Orlando alumnae guests were
ncluded in the distribution of hu- ed the following officers for the
norous gifts. In token of their ensuing term: President, Jeanne
ippreciation, the members of the Fontaine, Bronxville, N. Y.; vice
group presented their co-organiz- president, Ruth Hooker, New York
:r and house mother, Mrs. Huff- City; secretary, Ruth Vruwink, Alman, with a set of gold earrings. bany, N. Y.; Carol Smith was re' Santa Claus and red and green dec- elected treasurer.
'' jrations contributed to the Yule'* tide spirit.
The discussions held in Mr.
The evening was climaxed by the France's seminar this term will be
" pledging of Ruth Arrant.
followed in the winter term by
some films portraying different
aspects of industries.
Those interested may take advantage of the opportunity of seeing them.

People

kins win the reverse honors.
They will abandon their campus residences and live during
Christmas vacation at the
Angebilt Hotel in Orlando.
However, knowing them, we
wager they will travel more
than 7 miles. . .
Although approximately 75 students will remain in Orange county, there will be only 30 on campus
according to present plans.
Rollins students will travel 249,112 miles going home and unless
the world meets unexpected disaster they will travel the same distance to enjoy the opening class
of the Winter Term.
HALF A MILLION MILES
will be covered in order t h a t
about 400 Rollins students may
have Christmas dinner and holiday good times at home.
All of these statistics were taken from blanks signed by the travs giving their vacation addresses. Three mileage tabled, an
adding machine and two pencils
were used.

Rho Lambda Nu Has \Phi Mu Pledges Give
Informal Dance and \ Actives "Kid Party"
Bridge On Tuesday The pledges of Phi Mu enter-

Kappa Alpha Theta
'i Gives Two Parties
I At Chapter House

tained the actives at a kid party
after the sorority meeting on
Monday night. The living room
was gayly decorated with Christmas colors and also a lighted
Christmas tree. Phi Mu songs
were sung by Hortie Boyd and
Kathleen Shepherd, accompanied
by Virginia Orbaure. Ileen Campbell and Leah Jean Bartlett gave
a number of dancing skits. After
some clever games, refreshments
were served and Santa Claus came
to distribute gifts.
The office of the Y. W. C. A.,
at the head of the stairway in Lyman Hall, will be open between 10
and 10:30 all the rest of this week.
Students may leave their old text
books there to be sold a t the beginning of next term.
Philadelphia (UP)—Miss Hannah Homer says it's better to restore a masterpiece than to paint
a "good" picture. And that is why
she has given her talent during
the past 26 years in the restoration of fine old paintings.

Mrs. H. Seymour Lang, Jr., patroness of Gamma Phi Beta, entertained members of the chapter
Ifith a waffle supper Sunday a t
itW- ller home, 769 Antonette avenue.
Those present were Petrina
,il( Wood, Ariel Camp, Louise Jenkins,
Sara Luce, Marguerite Libbey, Deiorah Williams, Jean Jackson,
jper, Florence Romano, Jane Helm, Routil >erta Gordon, Peggy Warner, Miss
, Sllen Apperson, Doris Lang, BarjghtJara Lang, Mrs. T. D. Halliwell
ji ind, Mrs. Lang.

Alpha Mu of Gamma Phi Beta
wishes to announce t h a t Mrs.
Carleton Wood and Mrs. H. Seymour Lang, Jr., are now patronesses of the chapter.

, Eleanor Morse and Helen Beim
I; Pntertained the actives and pledges
't Kappa Kappa Gamma at a buffet supper Sunday evening at the
(.lome of Prof, and Mrs. Williard
1. Wattles.

S C O U N T
20 CASHD I AND
CARRY
Dry Cleaning and Laundry
Consult Us About Prices
j Dollar Dry Cleaning Co.

Santa Claus made an early appearance Sunday night a t Jhe Chi
Omega House in the disguise of its
fourteen pledges.
Covers were laid for twenty-five.
The banquet table stretched from
the fire place down the middle of
the living-room to the side porch.
It was decked with red and green
lers sprinkled with silver tinsel
and dotted with lighted tappers. A
ort of pineaceous evergreen previously hewn down by one of the
e capable pledges served for
what is better known as a Christmas tree. Gifts among which .were
toy donkey ,a baby's traveling
X, a lead automobile, a soap bubble set, a music box, a table croquet set and a toy gun,—were distributed Each one was presented
with appropriate explanations—
some of which proved to be very
amusing.
he meal was climaxed by a debate—Resolved: That the button
hole is more important than the
button. The affirmative was upheld
by Thelma Van Buskirk and the negative by Olive Dickson. Convincng arguments were put forth by
both debaters. Later in the evening, cars were filled with Chi
Omegas who made the rounds to
the homes of the numerous patroness living in Orlando to sing
Christmas carols.

Chi Omega actives and pledges
are entertaining this evening at an
informal dance at the house beginning at 8 o'clock.
Special entertainment has been
arranged by the committees in
charge and will include novelty
numbers by Tommy Flint and Duke
Casson, both members of Tommy
Flint's band of Orlarido. Also a
group of Christmas carols will be
given by Margaret Jaeger, Virginia
McCall, Dorothy Smith and Nancy
Bradford.
Chaperones will include, Mrs.
Belle k . Russell, Mrs. Justine Van
Buskirk, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph R.
Lounsbury and Mr. and Mrs.
George Newton.
Committees in charge of the arrangements are: General chairman,
Mona Graessle; program, Olive
Dickson; refreshments, Dorothy
Smith; invitations, Grace Embry;
decorations, Virginia McCall, and
reception, Thelma Van Buskirk.

For Sale
BOSTON TERRIER PUPPY

FOR CHRISTMAS
A Portrait Bearing Our Name
Means the Best

Flora Studio
A Good Likeness Beautifully
Told
Phone 7695 Orlando
and arrange for ap appointment

United Markets

JOYOUS
NOEL

R. L. S. Votes on New
Members at Meeting
The Rollins Literary Society held
a short business meeting in Sparrell Hall Friday night at 7:30, for
the purpose of voting on new members.
,
Those voted on and admitted to
the society were: Shirley Stanwood, Kay Hara, Anne Poling, Jean
Parker and Dorothea Yust.
The new members are invited to
the first meeting in January in
1933.

INC.

Bennett Electric
Shop

FOR-

)5 Lyman Ave.

335 Park Ave.

Phone 153

Aways Warm Inside
Toasted sandwiches of all kinds
Mexican Chili '
Midway between Orlando arid
Winter Park

with
Charles Farrell
Joan Bennett
Ralph Bellamy
Saturday Only!

To a Cheerful
CHRISTMAS

Steve's Bar-B-Q

Victor McLaglen
"RACKETY RAX"

HAM'S PIT
BARBECUE

Sunday - Monday

"THE BIG BROAD^ CAST"

THE LITTLE GREY HOUSE
Have meals with us during Christmas Vacation

-

with
15 Big Stars

Get a Real

Ic WEEK AT T H E
BABY GRAND
Purchase an adult
ticket and take a guest
for one cent.

CHRISTMAS DINNER

Winter Park 9193-M

at

THE LATCH
STRING
A Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
From

. . . FISCHER'S . . .
Clothes for the campus at
greatly reduced prices. The
Ultra New and Swanky Swagger Suits and Jumper Dresses.
22 S. Orange Ave., Orlando, Fla.

TheCityTransferCo.
L. V. BLEDSOE

Liverpool (UP)—An argument
for moral disarmament is contained in the recent death of (Jordon
Stanhope, age two, who strangled
to death after swallowing a tin
soldier.

BEAUTY SECTION
Mariam's Beauty
Shop

PATRONIZE
BEAUTY SHOPS
THAT ADVERTISE

You'll enjoy the game more if
you look your best
346 E. Park Ave.
Phone 113

French Fried

GEO. M. FERREE
.•ery kernel has the flavor
popped in.
Roasted Peanuts

Johnson's Barber
Shop

Andre's Beauty Salon
Permanent
Waves
S5 and $7
Shampoo, Finger Wave,
Haircut, Manicure, Arch.
Each -- 50c
, Orlando Phone 347»

A Gift For
Mother or Sister

SEND

FLORIDA
GREETING
CARDS

Smoky Mountain
Woven Bags ..
$1.00
Under Arm
Oc and $1.00

—Our Stock Is Complete

The Rollins Press

Lucius Beauty Shop
Service That Satisfies
In the Fort Gatlin Hotel
Phone 9637

YOU WILL ENJOY

"The Christmas Store"

R. F. Leedy Co.

CHRISTMAS DINNER

Down Town

Inquire About Our—
To Students remaining here over
Christmas Holidays.

HAMILTON HOTEL
European
H. AMES, Manager

"WILD GIRL"

The Whistling
Kettle Tea Room

High grade used cars of
all makes

_

SPECIAL RATES

Sid Carlson

Thursday - Friday
December 15-16

Eat At

With a Young Tender

I 832 E. Park Ave.. Winter Park

Greetings and

We trust that your every
wish may be realized this
Christmas and thi^t succeeding days bring cheer
and prosperity.

The Undersellers,

SEASON
FRED M. FLOYD

Advertise in the Sandsput
For Resulte

Fresh Popcorn
Margaret MacKay and Becky
Jaldwell were guests over the
»eek-end at the Kappa House, they
notored up from Tampa to attend
:lie Alison House production at the
4nnie Russell Theatre.

Twenty-five Are Guests At
Dinner

Phone Mrs. Wright

Mrs. Lang Entertains
Gamma Phi Beta Girls

FIVE

SANDSPUR

1.
2.
3.
4.

s,„^»

Let's
Talk
About
Beauty

How would you like:
Permanent waves that are
deceiving?
Quick drying service?
Up-to-date features and details ?
Work done by experts?
This you will find at

Eda's Beauty Shop

TURKEY
from

THE SANITARY l E A T MARKET
Men with and without hair are
benefited by .

The Harper Method

Phone 60

We Deliver

THE

SIX

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR^

ALL INTRA-MURAL TOUCH FOOTBALL TEAM SELECTEI
NEWS OF
WOMENS
SPORTS

All Teams Place at Least One
Man on Teams Selected by
Walters and Katzman
Following the completion of the
first touch football tournament,
the officials that have refereed all
the games, got together and picked
what they considered the best players in the league from the teams
that were represented in it.
In the backfield for the first
team, we find Bob Enck, X Club;
Dick Camp, Chase Hall, and Bill
Miller, X Club. Enck was perhaps the best passer in the league,
and this, coupled with his ability
to diagnose opposing passes, earned
him a place on the team. Dick
Camp made Chase Hall who had a
mediocre team always a constant
threat to the stronger teams by
his leadership and aptness in taking advantage of the opposition errors. He was a hard worker and
was in the game all the time. He
well deserved the place in the allintramural team. Bill Miller, .the
third man in the backfield, was the
most outstanding man offensively
in the league. He led the individual scoring for the year, and it
was his prowess to snag passes
out of the air from all angles that
was largely responsible for the
scores of his team. He was also
a bulkwark on the defense, knocking down pass after pass that
seemed to be in the hands of the
man for whom they were intended,
to prevent what seemed to be sure
touchdowns.
On the ends, the two outstanding men were Paul Worley and Don
Dunlop. Worley, who played for
Theta Kappa Nu, was out of the
game some of the time with a painful leg injury, but during the time
that he did play unhandicapped, he
proved that he was equally good
on the defense and on the offense,
snagging passes
from difficult
angles, and stopping his opponent's
attacks before they were able to
get started.

Final W. A. A. Meeting
Tomorow morning t h e final
meeting of the Women's Athletic
Association will be held for the fall
quarter. The requirements are that
no g-irl can receive an award who
is not a member of the Association and her points have to be in
before the meeting- is called to order.
Louise Smith Wins Swim Meet
Last Wednesday a swimming
meet was held to decide whether
or not Rollins has favorable prospects for a women's team and also
to see whettier a newcomer had
usurped the_ champion's throne.
Upon the conclusion of the event
it was discovered that both questions have been answered in the affirmative. Louise Smith was pressed in every event to win and had
a stiff crowd of competitors to
swim against while garnering her
high total of 19 points in the eight
events. Alice Cleveland was her
nearest rival with 17 points to her
credit and Maryruth Mitchell rolled up 10 for herself. Probably the
best reason for Louise Smith's superiority is the fact that she is an
all-around star, having won two of
the events she entered and placing
in each event she performed in.
In the diving event Alice Cleveland took first, R. Gordon second and
Louise Smith tied with Ellen Cushman for third-place honors. Under
speed swimming, three events were
scheduled: 25-yard crawl, racing
back, and side overarm. Louise
Smith won the crawl, traversing
the course in 17 seconds, while
Helen Jackson and Alice Cleveland
took second and third places respectively.
Maryruth
Mitchell
won the racing back event with 24
seconds and Victoria Pierce nosed
out Louise Smith for second place.
Lucy Green took first honors in
the side overarm event, swimming
the course in 19V2 seconds, while
Ellen Cushman came in second a
few feet ahead of V. Jaekel. Louise
Smith forged ahead of her nearest
competitor to win the breast stroke
in 19^^ seconds while Sally Limerick finished second and Mary
Ruth Mitchell third. In the three
form events, which were breast
stroke, resting back and crawl, the
competition was stiff.
Louise
Smith won the breast stroke after
winning over Marlen Eldredge and
Jean Parker who finished second
and third respectively. In the resting back event, Alice Cleveland
garnered first-place points while
Jane Thayer won second and four
contestants tied for third: M. Eldredge, V. Pierce, V. Jaekel and
M. Mitchell In the form swimming of the crawl Alice Cleveland
again took first while Ellen Cushup and another

Dunlop was a cog on the K. A.
team and his speed gnd shiftiness
marked him as a dangerous man .;t
all times. He often sneaked behind the secondary to get passes
that resulted in touchdowns.
At center is "Rip" Parsons, a dependable pass thrower of the X
Club. He made very few bad passes
to the backfield, and his fast
charging line play insured him a
place on the all-star team.
Bob Barber, K. A. lineman, was
perhaps the best linesman in the
league. He charged hard and fast
all the time and he did not let down
Miller, X Club, back.
at any time. It was his line play
Camp, Chase Hall, back.
that stopped the X Club offense in
Child, Delta Rho Gamma, utility,
the X Club-K. A. game. There
is no doubt in the minds of the ity.
players that opposed him as to his
Second team:
right to this honor.
Buttner, Theta Kappa Nu, end.
Eaton,
Theta Kappa Nu, line.
Brewster Durkee, Kappa Phi
Gowdy, Kappa Alpha, center.
Sigma, and Joe Morse, Delta Rho
Robertson, X Club, line.
Gamma, complete the tea'm. Both
Bothe, Chase Hall, line.
of these men played well for their
Bralove, X Club, end.
respective clubs and were outstandGanson, X Club, back.
ing enough to make thpir presence
Stoddard, Theta Kappa Nu, back.
felt when they both played on comHorowitz, Theta Kappa Nu, back.
paratively weak teams.
Ford, Delta Rho Gamma, utility.
Wally Child was named as utility on this all-star team because of
his outstanding work as captain of
the Delta Rho Gamma team.
First team:
Dunlop, Kappa Alpha, end.
Morse, Delta Rho Gamma, line.
Parsons, X Club, center.
Durkee, Kappa Phi Sigma, line.
Barber, Kappa Alpha, line.
Worley, Theta Kappa Nu, end.
Enck, X Club, back.
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SPORT

MIXTURES

Appreciation
of Publicity
Director
Clark;
Anderson, Rambler Coach, Turns Pessimist;
1932
Purdue Boilermakers
Keep Record
Intact.
By RICHARD CAMP
Kudos and thanks to Publicity
Director Clarke for his efforts in
causing suitable recognition to be
given to the Rollins football team
this fall.
The favored Notre Dame Ramblers suffered a beating at the
hands of the University of Southern California Trojans. Strange to
tell the only expert to predict a defeat for the ramblers was "Hunk"
Anderson, who announced before the
game that the final score would be
13 to 0, in favor of U. S. C. If he
can call them like that I will never
let him in on any of my football
pools. "Hunk" seems to have annexed the pessimism held heretofore by "Gloomy Gil" Dobie of
Cornell.
Phenomenal accuracy was shown
by a Miss Hughes of Shore Road
Academy, Brooklyn, N. Y., in a
basketball game between that
school and the New York Friends
Seminary. She shot 30 field p;oals
to run up 60 points while her team
was winning a 108-16 victory.

Cuban Kid Chocolate kept possession of his feathenveight championship last Friday night by outpointing the California challenger,
Fidel La Barba, in a fifteen-round
battle in Madison Square Garden.
Fourteen colleges, including Alabama, Auburn, Tennessee, Sewanee, Vanderbilt, Georgia, Florida,
Kentucky, Georgia Tech, Louisiana State, Mississippi, Mississippi
State and Tulane, recently withdrew from the Southern Conference. This group, which consists
of most of the large colleges in
the South, has formed a new unit
entitled the Southeastern CqnferFor forty successive games the
Purdue Boilermakers have not
been whitewashed. This record
surpasses that made by Notre
Dame between 1919 and 1922. In
that time Norte Dame scored at
least a safety in 35 consecutive
Sometime in January a six-man
team of Rollins golfers will meet
a similar group from Stetson University.

Sports Crowds Still
1933 English Derby
Follow the Winners Rouses Early Interest
F o o t b a l l attendance figures
prove once again that the fan
loves a winner.
Surprisingly enough in this year
of depression, football attendances
the country over, were not much,
if any, below those of more prosperous years. Some of the spectacle games such as Yale-Harvard
failed to attract the crowds they
would have drawn were times better, but for almost every college
which reported decreased attendance, there was one to show substantial gains in patronage.
But it is the winner that pays.
Pen'had a great team this season and its attendance at its best
five home games was 275,000 as
compared with ^00,000 for the
year before.
Harvard's team wasn't up to the
standard set by some Crimson varsities, and Harvard had an attendance drop. Yale, too, had a relatively weak team, and Yale drew
148,000 this season as compared
with 218,000 last year at the five
best home games of each schedule.
tie for third took place when the
judges were unable to decide between Louise Smith and Maryruth
Mitchell.
Altogether the meet was certainly a success and as in the recent
competitions a newcomer has arisen to make the old atliletes look to
their laurels. However, this sort
of thing makes for keener rivalry
and improved teams in all departments.
•
Archery Finals
In the archery finals, A. Townsend vanquished all rivals while
M. E. White had second highest
score. Nancy Gantt was able to
run up enough points to assure
herself of third honors. The competition has been keen in this tournament and congratulations are in
order for A. Townsend.

WE THANK YOU FOR

LONDON (U.P.)—The Derby -^f
1934 is a long way off, but already
309 entries for that year's race
have been made, compared with
305 for the famous event in 1933.
Owners who aspire to win one
or more of the five three-year-old
classic races must enter their animals almost as soon as they are
foaled. It costs only five pounds
each entry, though this is increased to 100 if the horse runs.
It is not even necessary to give the
youngsters a name, they can be
entered as a colt or filly by soand-so (the name of the dam).
Most of these 309 horses probably were born during the spring
or early summer months. No matter in what month they were born,
they all become two-year-olds on
Jan. 1, 1933.
King George, who has yet to win
the Epsom Derby, made five nominations, while the Aga Khan, who
won with Blenheim in 1930, is the
largest subscriber, with 11 entries.
The latter was the most successful
owner during the past season.
He is one of the world's biggest
racing men, and his race horses
and studs are estimated to be
worth at least one" million sterling.
Entries for the other four classics to be run in 1934 closed at the
same Time as the Derby list re- i
cently. Including the Derby, the
figures were 1,323, compared with j
1,301 entered for 1933.
i

TO INDIAN filVER
The record for four-oar shells
on the short course at Lake Maitland was broken twice last Thursday. The first race was between
tbe Rollins Freshmen and the Indian River School. Indian River
won by three and one-half lengths.
Their time was five minutes and
fifty seconds; about twenty seconds under the former record time.
In the second race the Faculty crew
beat the Varsity B crew by two
and one-half lengths. Their time
was five minutes and forty-nine
seconds: one second under the record made by the Indian River
School less than an hour before.
Tbe Indian River, crew rowed
better than any crew that has been
seen on the lake this year. They
kept up a steady thirty strokes a
minute from the start to the finish of the race. Alhough their
stroke was not long, it was hard
and snappy. They all put their
oars in the water at the same time
and gave all their strength and
weight to every stroke.
They
showed that they had put a lot of
time and effort into learning how
to row. The Rollins Freshmen
showed lack of practice. Three of
the men in the boat had only been
out for crew six days. They started out with twenty-four strokes a
minute but dropped it down to
twenty-two before the finish of the
race. The Freshmen rowed the
course in six minutes and twenty
seconds.
The Faculty crew rowed a steady
twenty-nine strokes a minute.
Their form was good. The Rollins
B crew rowed the course in six
minutes at twenty-two strokes a
minute. They lost some head-way
by rushing their slides. This crew
held the record that was broken
by the Indian River School and the
Faculty. They clipped ten seconds
off their own record in this race,
but it wasn't quite good enough
to beat the Faculty.
The only cox who steered a
straight course Thursday afternoon
was McCarthy, of Indian River.
Indian River
Position
Name
Weight
Bow
Campbell
138
2
Behr
140
3
Rowlew
148
Stroke
Long
162
Cox
McCarthy
110
Rollins Freshmen
Bow
White
142
2
Pepper
165
3
Whitelaw
155
Stroke
Smith
147
Cox
Lichtenstein
103
Faculty
Bow
McKean
145
Ris
150
Drei
165

are cordially invited

Winter Park Golf Club

The registration shows that 23
states and the District of Columbia are represented by the license
tags. The states represented are
Florida, New York, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Connecticut, Minnesota, Oklahoma, Iowa, Michigan, Kentucky,
West Virginia, Maine, New Hampshire, Virginia, Missouri, Kansas,
Wisconsin, South Carolina, Illinois,
Massachusetts, ,New Jersey, Nebraska and California.

Bow
2
3
Stroke
Cox

Varsity B
Thomas
Galbraith
Williams
Mackey
Chalmers

130
135
168
137
127

The Odd-Even basketball tear
played their second and decidii
game last week down in Recreatii
Hall. As the first game had be.
won by the Odd Team, by dint
a second-period assault on the ba
ket led by Kay Hara, Odd forwa:
and high point scorer, the Evi
team, captained by Mary Lyi
Rogers, was eager to even thini
up and keep the crown from tl
Odd team.
At the half the Odd team w;
out in front by a few points ma
gin. However, neither team cou
open up a scoring attack due
close guarding and hurried shoo
ing on the part of the forward
Ginnie Jones uncorked a few loi
shots which sank through the lo(
and put the Even team out in fror
However, a few minutes later, Ki
Hara found the basket for a sho
shot. The score see-sawed bai
and forth with the Odd forwan
connecting for long shorts only
have their guards foul on ove
guarding. However, towards tl
latter part of the second perio
Kay Hara, back by two smoot
working guards, Becky Colemi
and Sara Luce, opened up and boi
barded the basket to put her tea
out in the lead with a substanti
advantage over the Even team.
Evidently, the margin of victoi
was due to the superior passir
and teamwork which characterizi
the play of the Odd team througl
out the game except for a few m^
mentary lapses in the early ni'
ments of the second half. Hoi
ever, if any individuals could 1
chosen Kay Hara and Ariel Can
at forward and center positiol
and Sara Luce and Becky Colemi
at guard posts would be in lin
While on the Even team Gim
Jones, Alice Trowbridge and Jei
Parker were outstanding on the o
fense. Mary Lynn Rogers managf
her team well although employin
a man-to-man defense would hai
been more successful.

PATENTED CONSTRUaiON
SETS NEW STANDARD OF TIRE
STRENGTH, SAFETY and ECONOMY

BATTERIES

tjoUu.

stmas
n5 all..

More power . . . longer liie —
tKe greatest battery perii
ir known. Specially

$C95
W ^ * ' and up
( W i t h your old banery>

SCIENTIFIC
BRAKE SERVICE
W i l l your brakes hold when
the emergency comes? Get
t h e f a c t s t o d a y — o n our
'Firestone Dynamic Tester,
which instantly shovffl the
exact braking power on each
wheeL N o charge for this
inspection service.
Firestone Tires and Tubes
Firestone Batteries
Fireatone^Drake Lining
Firestone Spark Plugs
Firestone AnU-Freeze
Firestone Radiator Ho»«

W h e e l Service
Ignition Service
C a t Washing
Lubrication
Gasoline and Oil
Tire Repairing

Listen to the "VOICE OF FIRESTONE" every Monday
night at 8:30 over N. B. C. Nationwide Networlc

New Chevrolet, Saturday, December 17

FIRESTONE STORES, INC.

COSTLEY MOTOR CO.
720 N. Orange Ave.

Car Statistics
Twenty-five different makes of
automobiles are used by the students of Rollins College according
to a list showing that 129 of the
students have their own cars this
year.
Fifty of the student cars are
Fords of varying models and ages.
Fourteen are Chevrolets, twelve
Buicks, eight Plymouths, six each
of Packards and Chrylers. There
are three Pontiacs and two each
bear the name of Austin, Whippet,
Oldsmobile, Nash, De Soto, Dodge,
and Auburn. Other makes represented by one each are Essex, Durant,
Stevens-Knight, GrahamPaige, Pierce-Arrow, Rockne, Lincoln, National, Studebaker, Cadillac and Hudson. Three students
drive motorcycles.

Kay Hara and Virginia Joni
Outstand As Odds Win By
Second Half Rally

FROM GARY'S

to attend the showing of the
Special
Student
Rates.

There has been considerable interest shown in this race, and the
boys that are running have been
training for this three-mile jaunt
for over two weeks in an effort to
bring the victory back to their fraternity.
There will be four entrants from
each group, and in order for that
organization to receive championship points, it is necessary for two
of the starting men to finish.
A medal will be awarded the
winning man, and a cup will go to
the fraternity or dormitory that

ODOS OEFEIII
EVENS IN FAS!
CAGE BAIIL

r i R E S T O N E TIRES alone give you these ExtraValuesG n m - D i p p e d C o r d s — t h e patented Firestone process that increases the strength of the cOrd body, and gives
longer tire life.

PATRONAGE

The Students of Rollins College

at four o'clock,
the first intra-mural cross country

Varsity Loses to Faculty Four race will be run. The start and
in Return Engagement
finish will be at Lyman Hall.

YOUR

City Storage
Garage

Cross Country Race
Will be Run This
Afternoon at Four

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

Orange at Concord - Phone 3171
Orlando, Florida

